ALWAYS READY.
ALWAYS RUGGED.
Built for today's mobile workforce, the Getac T800 fully rugged tablet
features an 8.1" HD LumiBond® display for better viewing experience,
the latest wireless technology, and a thin, ergonomic design which
allows it to be held comfortably in one hand. The T800 provides
best-in-class battery life to get you through your shift and it's
no-compromise rugged features guarantee that it will always
be ready.
Designed to fit ergonomically in one hand, the new T800 tablet weighs less than 907g
and is less than 2.54 cm thick, with a concave, non-slip case that makes it easy to grip.

Brilliant 8.1" Display
Size matters when it comes to screen size. That’s why we built the compact T800
rugged tablet with an 8.1-inch HD LumiBond® display, a 34 percent larger screen area
than a typical 7-inch tablet. Compare them yourself, and you’ll understand why size
matters.
LumiBond® 2.0: Better, Brighter, Stronger
The T800 uses our revolutionary LumiBond® 2.0 technology to achieve a display that is
more readable and offers better contrast and more crisp colors than any other rugged
tablet display. By bonding the display glass with the touch panel and LCD, we’ve created
a single panel that is more durable, minimises glare and improves readability. Four
advanced touch modes (Touch/Rain, Glove or Pen mode, plus an optional Digitizer
mode) and the included hard-tip stylus enable you to capture signatures and take more
precise notes on drawings, maps, or forms.

Powerful, Yet Efficient
Inside the T800, we packed an incredible amount of power and technology. Built with the
latest Quad-core Intel® Atom™ x7-Z8700 1.6 GHz processor, the T800 provides all of
the performance you need to get things done, with no compromise to battery life.

Android OS.
Apps have changed the way we access and enter data remotely. Android OS makes it
easy to build a custom app or use one of the many apps that can help you get your job
done quickly.

SnapBack Add-ons
We designed the T800 for expandability with our unique SnapBack add-ons. Integrated
as an extension to the T800, you can add on an extended battery, SmartCard + RFID or
SmartCard + magnetic stripe reader.
And they easily snap right on or off — no tools necessary.

Lasting Power
The T800 fully rugged tablet delivers up to 10 hours of battery life on a single charge.
Additionally, you can have endless Snap Back battery add-ons (each providing an
additional 10 hours) at the ready for potentially infinite, uninterrupted battery life. This
allows you to keep working without ever shutting down your apps or the Windows OS.

4G LTE, WiFi & GPS
We packed the new T800 rugged tablet with the latest technologies to
keep you connected. Designed to be used in the field, your T800 can
be configured with 4G LTE cellular data with an auto tunable 8-band
antenna capable of quickly switching between bands1. Every T800
includes the latest 802.11ac WiFi for data transfer speeds up to 3X
faster than 802.11n products. The T800’s dedicated GPS offers 2x search capacity,
faster location positioning and improved accuracy over competitors’ embedded GPS
designs.

Vehicle Ready
For vehicle deployments, the T800 can be configured with tri-pass-through antenna
ports allowing you to simultaneously connect high-gain GPS, WWAN and WLAN roof
mounted antennas.

Security Redefined
Experience an industry-leading suite of security features, including multifactor authentication, to protect against malicious threats and intrusions.

NFC/RFIC Reader
Authenticate your credentials via Near Field or Radio Frequency
transmission.

Smart Card Reader
The T800 supports Smart Cards for secure identity verification.

Absolute DDS
This optional protective measure disables your T800 if it detects an
unauthorized or compromised entry.

Trusted Platform Module
The T800 features TPM 2.0 – a powerful anti-tampering device that
checks for any signs of intrusion during system boot-up.
Windows 10 Security
The T800’s hardware fully supports Microsoft’s latest authentication tools,
including Microsoft Passport and Credential Guard.
Built-to-Survive
Only Getac manufactures rugged tablets down to the
chassis. The T800 was engineered to protect the tablet
against drops, shocks, spills, vibration, dust, liquid and more.
The T800 has been independently tested and certified to
MIL-STD 810G and IP65 standards.

ATEX Certified
We offer the option for ATEX Zone 2/22 certification for use in potentially explosive
atmospheres. Insulating mechanical material and exceptional circuit designs are applied
to ensure the T800 is ignition-proof and instrinsically safe.
Less Downtime When It's Crunch Time.
It doesn’t happen often, but if a T800 ever needs to be serviced, Getac
offers unmatched coverage that will ensure you get your computer fixed
and back on the job fast.
Nothing says quality like a manufacturer standing behind their product.
We've designed the T800 rugged tablet from the inside out to survive drops, shocks,
spills, vibration and more. We're confident in our quality and that's why the rugged T800
comes standard with 3 years Pack & Collect warranty. It's the peace-of-mind protection
of knowing you're covered.1
Standard.
3 years Pack & Collect; Getac Recommend 3 years Protection Plus
LTE model must be configured at time of manufacturer. Mobile data requires subscription fees sold separately.
T800 comes standard with a 3-year Pack & Collect warranty. For full details of the warranty protection, see the terms and
conditions.
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